
Master Internship Position

Deep Learning architectures for generating

rehabilitation human motion

DELEGATI N

1 Information about the internship

• Supervisors:

– Dr. Maxime Devanne ( https://maxime-devanne.com)

– Ali El Hadi Ismail Fawaz (https://hadifawaz1999.github.io)

– Prof. Jonathan Weber (https://www.jonathan-weber.eu)

– Prof. Germain Forestier (https://germain-forestier.info)

• Location: UHA/IRIMAS EA 7499, Mulhouse, France

• Duration: 6 months (starting from February or March 2022)

• Salary: 600.60€ monthly

• Keywords: Deep Learning, generative models, human motion, time se-
ries, rehabilitation

2 Context

Human motion analysis is crucial for studying people and understanding how
they behave, communicate and interact with real world environments. Due
to the complex nature of body movements as well as the high cost of motion
capture systems, acquisition of human motion is not straightforward and thus
constraints data production. Hopefully, recent approaches estimating human
poses from videos offer new opportunities to analyze skeleton-based human mo-
tion [1, 2]. While skeleton-based human motion analysis has been extensively
studied for behavior understanding like action recognition, some efforts are yet
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to be done for the task of human motion generation. Particularly, the automatic
generation of motion sequences is beneficial for rapidly increasing the amount
of data and improving Deep Learning-based analysis algorithms. In particular,
this is crucial in a medical context like in physical rehabilitation where acquir-
ing data is challenging. Rehabilitation human motions are corresponding to
rehabilitation exercises proposed by physiotherapists.

Since several years, human motion generation paradigms have been possible
thanks to the appearance of Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [3], Vari-
ational AutoEncoder (VAE) [4] or Diffusion models [5]. While most of these
works have considered motion capture (mocap) data, we consider noisy skeleton
data estimated from videos as it is easily applicable in real-world scenarios for
the general public.

3 Goals

The goal of this internship is to investigate deep generative models for skeleton-
based human motion sequences with a particular focus on rehabilitation data.
Inspiring from recent effective Deep Learning-based approaches [6, 7, 8, 4], the
aim is to generate full skeleton-based rehabilitation motion sequences. It is
therefore crucial to investigate how deep generative models can handle such
noisy and possibly incomplete data in order to generate novel rehabilitation
motion sequences as natural and variable as possible.

In particular, the candidate will work on the following tasks:

• Deep generative models adapted to rehabilitation data: based on
studies from existing works, the goal is to build generative models for
rehabilitation sequences. Therefore, the candidate will investigate differ-
ent generative models, like GAN, VAE and Diffusion models, in order
to propose and develop a complete Deep Learning model for generating
skeleton-based human motions. These models will be trained using pub-
licly available datasets such as the Kimore dataset [9].

• Evaluation of deep generative models: in order to validate the pro-
posed model, experimental evaluation is crucial. In comparison to motion
recognition where classification accuracy is a natural way to assess an ap-
proach, evaluating the task of motion generation is not as straightforward.
Dedicated metrics evaluating both naturalness and diversity of generated
sequences as well as the impact of new generated sequences in a classifi-
cation task will be considered.

• Text to rehabilitation motion: The generated models will be then
adapted to take as input text sequences corresponding to rehabilitation
exercises’ descriptions. This will be particularly useful to create new re-
habilitation exercises.
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4 Profile of applicant

The candidate must fit the following requirements:

• Registered in Master 2 or last year of Engineering School (or equivalent)
in Computer Science

• Advanced skills in Python programming are mandatory

• Good skills in Machine Learning & Deep Learning using related
libraries (scikit-learn, Tensorflow, Pytorch, etc.) are required

• Knowledge and/or a first experience in human motion analysis will be
appreciated

5 Research environment

The proposed internship will be carried out within the MSD (Modeling and
Data Science) team from the IRIMAS Institute. It will be part of the ANR
DELEGATION project 1.

6 Application

For further information or for applying, candidates should send a CV, aca-
demic records, personal projects (e.g. github repo) and a motivation
letter to maxime.devanne@uha.fr.

1https://maxime-devanne.com/delegation/
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